The remarkable cognitive abilities characterizing humans has been linked to unique patterns of connectivity characterizing the neocortex. Comparative studies have shown that human cortical pyramidal neurons (PN) receive a significant increase of synaptic inputs when compared to other mammals, including non-human primates and rodents 1-4 , but how this may relate to changes in cortical connectivity and function remains largely unknown. We previously identified a human-specific gene duplication (HSGD), SRGAP2C, that, when induced in mouse cortical PNs drives human-specific features of synaptic development, including a correlated increase in excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) synapse density 5,6 . However, the origin and nature of this increased connectivity and its impact on cortical circuit function was unknown. Here, using a combination of transgenic approaches and quantitative monosynaptic tracing, we demonstrate that humanization of SRGAP2C expression in the mouse cortex leads to a specific increase in local and longrange cortico-cortical inputs received by layer 2/3 cortical PNs. Moreover, using in vivo 2photon imaging in the barrel cortex of awake mice, we show that humanization of SRGAP2C expression increases the reliability and selectivity of sensory-evoked responses in layer 2/3 PNs. Our results suggest that the emergence of SRGAP2C during human evolution led to increased local and long-range cortico-cortical connectivity and improved reliability of sensory-evoked cortical coding.
its ancestral copy SRGAP2A and phenocopies a partial loss of SRGAP2A function, resulting in changes in synaptic development mimicking those characterizing human cortical PNs. These include an increase in the density of both excitatory and inhibitory synapses received by layer 2/3
PNs and neotenic features of E and I synaptic development 5, 6 . These findings suggest that cortical PNs expressing SRGAP2C receive increased number of synaptic inputs and are part of more densely connected circuits. However, these results raised some important questions: (1) what is the nature and the origin of these increased number of inputs? And (2) how do these SRGAP2Cinduced changes in structural connectivity affect the function of cortical circuits?
To investigate these questions, we developed a novel transgenic mouse line allowing for spatial and temporal control of SRGAP2C expression by generating a Rosa26-SRGAP2C knock-in mouse line (SRGAP2C mice) allowing for SRGAP2C expression in a Cre-dependent manner (Fig.   1c, d and Extended Data Fig. 1 ). In this study, we will refer to SRGAP2C mice as animals that are heterozygous for the Rosa26-SRGAP2C allele, unless otherwise indicated. To determine the origin of increased connectivity received by layer 2/3 PNs following humanization of SRGAP2C expression during development, we developed a strategy using sparse in utero cortical electroporation (IUCE) combined with monosynaptic rabies tracing 12, 13 (Fig. 1a, b) . IUCE experiments were performed with a low amount of plasmid encoding Cre recombinase (see Methods) , which led to a sparse population of layer 2/3 cortical PNs in the barrel field of the primary somatosensory cortex (bfS1) that express SRGAP2C in an otherwise wild-type brain ( Fig.   1a-g) . In addition, we co-electroporated a Cre-dependent plasmid expressing mTagBFP-HA, histone-tagged-GFP (hGFP), TVA 66T receptor, and N2c Glycoprotein 12,14 from a single cistron ( Fig. 1b) . TVA expression enables infection by EnvA pseudotyped G-deleted N2c rabies virus (CVS-N2c ΔG [EnvA] RABV), while N2c glycoprotein facilitates trans-synaptic and retrograde spread of the virus (Fig. 1a) . Hence, Cre-induced expression of SRGAP2C, hGFP, TVA and N2c marks a sparse population of SRGAP2C-expressing neurons and primes these 'starter' neurons for infection and trans-synaptic spread by RABV. When these animals reached adulthood (>P65), we performed stereotactic unilateral injection of RABV into bfS1 (Fig. 1a) . One week after infection, robust expression of tdTomato was observed in neurons located in brain regions throughout the mouse brain ( Fig. 1e-g) . A low number of layer 2/3 PNs expressing both tdTomato and nuclear hGFP were observed, indicating that initial infection by RABV was limited to a sparse number of starter neurons. Whole mouse brains were digitally reconstructed and the anatomical position of each traced neuron was mapped onto a reference atlas based on the Allen Institute Common Coordinate Framework 15 ( Fig. 2a and Extended Movie 1) . This allowed us to analyze each RABV traced brain within a common 3D reference space. Traced neurons were present in a large number of cortical and subcortical regions (Extended Data Fig. 2 , n = 10 for WT and n = 7 for SRGAP2C mice). However, over 95% (95.8% ± 1.5% for WT, 96.3% ± 1% for SRGAP2C, mean ± s.e.m.) of traced neurons were localized in five distinct brain regions ( Fig. 2b-d) : ipsilateral S1, S2, M2, contralateral S1 cortex and ipsilateral thalamus.
A large fraction of the traced neurons was observed locally, surrounding the starter neuron in the ipsilateral S1 (Fig. 2b, c and Extended Data Fig. 4a ). We also consistently observed traced neurons in the ipsilateral secondary motor cortex (M2), ipsilateral secondary somatosensory cortex (S2), and the primary sensory cortex contralateral to the injection site. In addition to these cortical inputs, a sizeable number of inputs originated from subcortical regions. The majority of these neurons were located in thalamic nuclei, including the ventral-anterior lateral/medial (VAL/VM), ventral posterior (VP) and posterior (PO) nuclei ( Fig. 2b-d and Extended Data Fig.   3 ), confirming previous studies showing that layer 2/3 PNs receive direct input from these thalamic nuclei, including inputs from VAL/VM [16] [17] [18] . We next quantified the number of inputs received by layer 2/3 cortical PNs by calculating the Index of Connectivity (IOC), i.e. the number of traced neurons normalized by the number of starter neurons. Interestingly, when we assessed IOC for each brain region as a whole, we found a significant increase in SRGAP2C mice for long-range cortico-cortical projections from M2 and contralateral S1 ( Fig. 2d , P = 2.54 × 10 -2 for M2 and P = 1.56 × 10 -2 for contralateral S1). This led to a specific increase in cortico-cortical inputs that SRGAP2C-expressing layer 2/3 PNs receive without a corresponding change in subcortical inputs ( Fig. 2e) . Connectivity originating in M2 was increased equally for both supra-and infragranular layers (P = 2.99 × 10 -2 for supragranular and P = 4.1 × 10 -3 for infragranular), maintaining the relative proportion between supra-and infragranular inputs ( Fig. 2f-h) . In contrast, while for contralateral S1 we also observed an increase for both supra-and infragranular inputs ( Fig. 2i , P = 1.77 × 10 -2 for supragranular and P = 1.39 × 10 -2 for infragranular), the increase was relatively larger for inputs originating in the infragranular layers of contralateral S1 (Fig. 2j, k) . As a result, inputs from contralateral S1 onto SRGAP2C expressing layer 2/3 PNs was more balanced between supra-and infragranular layer as opposed to WT neurons for which the majority of contralateral inputs originate in supragranular layers ( Fig. 2k) . Interestingly, when we analyzed the layer-specific contribution of S2, we found a significant increase for inputs originating in layer 4 of S2 (P = 2.63 × 10 -2 ), a projection that has recently been described as a non-canonical cortical feedback pathway between S2 and S1 19 . Together, our data shows that humanization of SRGAP2C expression specifically increases the number of long-range cortical inputs layer 2/3 PNs receive, without affecting the number of subcortical inputs ( Fig. 2e) . Importantly, increased connectivity was not caused by differences in cortical depth or number of starter neurons (Extended Data Fig. 4b ). As expected, we observed a positive linear relationship between the number of infected starter neurons and the number of traced neurons. However, we found no correlation between IOC and number of starter neurons, which confirmed that our approach allows for the comparison of brains with small differences in the number of starter neurons (Extended Data Fig. 4c, d) .
Besides long-range cortical and subcortical inputs, layer 2/3 cortical PNs in bfS1 receive a large number of inputs originating from within S1. These presynaptic neurons are located around the starter neurons ( Fig. 2c and Fig. 3a ) and represent the majority of inputs layer 2/3 PNs receive ( Fig. 3c) . When quantifying IOC for S1 as a whole we noticed a trend toward an increase in IOC, but this did not reach significance ( Fig. 3b , P = 0.109). Local inputs onto layer 2/3 PNs consists 6 of excitatory inputs from other PNs and inhibitory inputs from interneurons of which the majority expresses either parvalbumin (PV) or somatostatin (SST). We wondered whether expression of SRGAP2C selectively changed the number of excitatory or inhibitory inputs layer 2/3 PNs receive since we previously demonstrated that SRGAP2C increased the density of both E and I synapses 6 . We performed post hoc immunofluorescent staining of sections from RABV traced brains for PV and SST and quantified IOC for each of these subtypes ( Fig. 3d, e ). Since PV and SST expressing interneurons provide the majority of inhibitory input onto layer 2/3 PNs we classified RABV traced cells negative for these markers as excitatory 20 . Interestingly, while the IOC or distribution of PV-positive and SST-positive cells was not different between WT and SRGAP2C expressing neurons ( Fig. 3e and Extended Data Fig. 5d -f), inputs from excitatory neurons was significantly increased ( Fig. 3e , P = 3.3 × 10 -2 ).
We next examined the laminar distribution of excitatory and inhibitory (SST and PV combined) inputs and while we observed no differences for supragranular inputs, we found a layer-specific increase for excitatory inputs originating in the granular and infragranular layers ( Fig. 3f,g and Extended Data Fig. 5b , P = 6.8 × 10 -3 and P = 4.31 × 10 -2 for excitatory neurons in the granular and infragranular layer, respectively). However, because the increase was stronger for layer 4, this layer-specific increase altered the relative contribution of inputs from each layer, with a relative increase in layer 4 inputs and a relative reduction in inputs from layer 2/3 and upper layer 5 (Extended Data Fig. 5c ). The spatial distribution of locally traced neurons was not changed, indicating that the increased input came from the same local cluster of neurons and did not originate from more distantly located neurons ( Fig. 3f and Extended Data Fig. 5a ).
Connectivity in the mammalian neocortex is highly organized with neurons targeting specific layers of the cortex to selectively innervate neuronal subtypes and subcellular compartments 21, 22 .
The selective increase in cortico-cortical connectivity we observe in SRGAP2C-expressing layer 2/3 PNs may therefore arise from changes in synaptic density localized to specific dendritic domains. Our previous work focused on the analysis of apical oblique dendrites, but did not examine whether SRGAP2C expression affects synaptic development in other dendritic compartments 5, 6 . To extend these findings in our newly developed SRGAP2C mouse line, we used the same IUCE approach used for monosynaptic rabies tracing by electroporating a Credependent plasmid encoding mTagBFP-HA ( Fig. 1b) together with low amounts of Cre recombinase encoding plasmid, in heterozygous SRGAP2C or wild-type (WT) control mice.
Electroporating low levels of Cre led to sparse labeling of layer 2/3 PNs in bfS1 ( Fig. Extended   Data Fig. 6a, b) , allowing reliable quantification of dendritic spine density along distal tuft, apical oblique, and basal dendritic segments in optically-isolated neurons (Extended Data Fig. 6 ). While spine density was increased in the apical oblique and distal tuft segment of adult SRGAP2Cexpressing neurons, no such increase was observed for basal dendrites (Extended Data Fig. 6c , P = 1.92 × 10 -2 for distal, P = 1.5 × 10 -3 for apical oblique, P = 3.01 × 10 -1 for basal). Spine size was similar between WT and SRGAP2C animals, showing that synapses are mature in SRGAP2C-expressing neurons after P65 (Extended Data Fig. 7a ) as previously reported 5, 6 .
Interestingly, we observed a strong correlation in spine density between apical oblique and basal dendrites (Extended Data Fig. 7b ), but this correlation was reduced in SRGAP2C expressing neurons.
Local and long-range cortico-cortical connections play a critical role in the hierarchical processing of sensory information and response properties of layer 2/3 PNs 23, 24 . Selectively increasing cortico-cortical connectivity may therefore directly modify how layer 2/3 PNs process sensory information. To test this, we performed in vivo 2-photon Ca 2+ imaging in WT and SRGAP2C mice crossed with Thy1-GCaMP6f and Nex Cre mice (n = 4 WT and n = 3 SRGAP2C mice). This enabled us to image neuronal activity in layer 2/3 PNs (n = 962 neurons for WT and n = 618 for SRGAP2C) and ensured that all imaged PNs express SRGAP2C. Whisker stimulation (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 8a ) was performed for 5 seconds per trial (repeated 24 times separated by 25 seconds inter-trial interval per imaging session), leading to neuronal responses that were either time-locked to the onset of the stimulus (ON), responses that occurred during progression of the stimulus, or responses time-locked to the offset of the stimulus (OFF) ( Fig. 4a-e ). Transients that were not time-locked to the onset of the stimulus but did occur during the 5 second stimulus window often had longer response durations compared to ON or OFF responses ( Fig. 4d) . We therefore refer to these as plateau responses. Overall, we observed no difference between WT and SRGAP2C mice regarding the fraction of layer 2/3 PNs that responded to the stimulus either as ON, OFF or plateau responders (Extended Data Fig. 8b ). We next measured the response probability for each neuron by calculating the fraction of trials that led to a response (ON or OFF), excluding neurons for which no responses were observed for any trials. Similar to previous studies [25] [26] [27] , overall sensory-evoked response probabilities were low in WT layer 2/3 PNs, with a long-tail distribution towards a small group of neurons that responded with high probability (Extended Data Fig. 8c ). Interestingly, SRGAP2C expressing neurons had a higher response probability specifically for responses time-locked to the onset of the stimulus, while a small but significant reduction in response probability was observed for plateau responses ( Fig. 4f-h , P = 6.4 × 10 -3 for ON, P = 3.21 × 10 -1 for OFF, and P = 4.31 × 10 -2 for Plateau). In addition, the duration of plateau responses was significantly longer in SRGAP2C mice (P < 0.0001), with a number of responses spanning nearly the entire stimulus ( Fig. 4i-k) . Each whisker stimulus was separated by an inter-trial interval (ITI) of 25 seconds. Activity during the ITI was significantly reduced for SRGAP2C neurons for both the number of transients and transient amplitude ( Fig. 4l , median number of transients: 1.25 for WT and 0.5 for SRGAP2C, median transient amplitude: 1.26 for WT and 1.05 for SRGAP2C), which was not explained by differences in behavioral activity, such as whisking or grooming (Extended Data Fig. 8d ). Together with a higher response probability for the onset of the stimulus, this led to activity patterns that were more restricted to stimulus epochs, resulting in an increase in response selectivity of SRGAP2C expressing layer 2/3 PNs ( Fig. 4m ).
Discussion
In summary, our results demonstrate that expression of the human-specific gene duplication SRGAP2C alters cortical circuit architecture by increasing the number of local and long-range cortical inputs onto layer 2/3 PNs, and improves their coding properties in response to sensory stimulation (Extended Data Fig. 9 ). Our results reveal that changes in synaptic development regulated by SRGAP2C can cell-autonomously shape the structural organization of cortical circuits, and indicates that (1) the wiring principles governing connectivity in the mammalian neocortex are in part regulated by synapse availability on the postsynaptic side and (2) that changes in the relative contribution of cortico-cortical connectivity is a substrate of the genomic process shaping human brain evolution. It has previously been suggested that synapse availability is regulated by both synaptic density and spine neck length 28 , two features that are increased in mouse cortical PNs when SRGAP2C is expressed 5 . Increasing these features specifically for excitatory inputs located on apical dendrites, which are the main recipients of cortico-cortical inputs 29, 30 , is compatible with our main finding showing that SRGAP2C selectively increases cortico-cortical connectivity received by layer 2/3 PNs.
In contrast to increased number of presynaptic neurons providing excitatory inputs to layer 2/3 PNs, we observed no difference in the number of presynaptic PV or SST neurons in neurons expressing SRGAP2C. This is surprising in light of our previous work, which showed that excitatory and inhibitory synapse density is increased to a remarkably similar level upon humanization of SRGAP2C in layer 2/3 PNs 6 . Our current results may hint at two types of connectivity changes in SRGAP2C mice: an increase in excitatory synapses that recruits inputs from a larger number of presynaptic neurons, while an increase in the number of inhibitory synapses may lead to increased input from the same number of axons from inhibitory neurons, potentially through increased branching. This model is supported by previous studies showing that, in response to changes in neuronal activity in excitatory neurons, interneurons regulate the number of inhibitory synaptic inputs through changes in axon branching 31, 32 .
By increasing cortico-cortical connectivity from deeper cortical layers as well as long-range feedback projections from more distant cortical regions (S2, M2, and contralateral S1), SRGAP2C expression selectively increases excitatory cortical feedforward and feedback inputs received by layer 2/3 PNs. Integration of these feedforward and feedback inputs is critical for information processing in the cortex. For example, top-down inputs from cortical areas such as M2 onto S1
PNs play a critical role in sensory processing, motor learning, and memory [33] [34] [35] . One mechanism through which these feedback cortico-cortical inputs control sensory processing is by altering response reliability of cortical neurons in primary sensory areas such as S1 36, 37 . Furthermore, local feedforward inputs, such as from layer 4, play an important role in driving layer 2/3 PNs in response to sensory input. Layer 4 is one of the main thalamo-recipient layers and relays sensory input to both superficial and deep layers of the cortex. However, while these inputs are numerous (between 300 to 400 layer 4 spiny neurons converge onto a single layer 2/3 PN 38 ), modeling the impact of these connections has suggested that the majority of layer 4 inputs would be unable to drive spike firing in layer 2/3 PNs, and that driving responses of layer 2/3 PNs relies on strong inputs from a small number of neurons 39, 40 . Increasing the number of layer 4 neurons that input onto layer 2/3 PNs may increase the probability that such strong inputs occur, and consequently increase the probability of layer 2/3 PN firing in response to whisker stimulation. While the precise function of many of these local and long-range cortico-cortical inputs still needs to be explored, it has become clear that feedforward and feedback inputs can dynamically modify how cortical neurons respond to sensory input by, among other features, changing their response reliability 41 .
The specific increase in feedforward and feedback cortico-cortical connectivity we observed in humanized SRGAP2C mice presents a likely explanation for the increased response reliability of layer 2/3 PNs to sensory stimuli. It is worth noting that we did not observe increased local recurrent, or horizontal, connectivity among layer 2/3 PNs. Recruitment of local horizontal connectivity, while increasing activity in other layers, leads to inhibition within the layer itself, most likely through supralinear recruitment of inhibitory neurons [42] [43] [44] . Recruiting the same number of layer 2/3 PNs in response to whisker stimulation and maintaining similar horizontal connectivity could therefore provide further opportunity for feedforward and feedback cortical inputs to increase response reliability in the primary sensory cortex.
We also observed reduced ITI activity of layer 2/3 PNs, making their responses more selective for sensory stimulation. Reduced ITI activity may be explained by increased inhibitory drive, although our previous work has shown that the magnitude of the increased synaptic density induced by SRGAP2C expression is equal for excitatory and inhibitory synapses, suggesting E/I balance is preserved 6 . However, the combination of increased response probability and sustained activity during the stimulus, together with reduced ITI activity, may suggest that the increase in excitatory synapse density in SRGAP2C expressing neurons leads to a simultaneous, maybe homeostatic, reduction in their synaptic strength. When excitatory drive is low, such as in the absence of a sensory stimulus, this would lead to a reduction in spontaneous firing rates.
However, upon sensory stimulation, increased local and long-range cortical inputs may be sufficient to overcome this reduction in synapse strength and therefore more reliably recruit layer 2/3 PNs upon sensory stimulation.
The total number of layer 2/3 PNs and corresponding cortico-cortical connectivity has expanded significantly in the human brain compared to non-human primates and other mammals 11 . Our findings may offer an explanation of how human-specific modifiers of synaptic development such as SRGAP2C played a role in driving human brain evolution. Local and long-range cortico-cortical connections facilitate communication and integration of information across different functional regions of the neocortex. As such, they play an essential role in both the hierarchical processing of information, which is critical for transformation of sensory information and feature detection, as well as building predictive models of the external environment that enables the brain to make inferences about the nature of sensory inputs and relate these to appropriate behavioral responses 23, 45 . Future investigations will therefore have to explore how SRGAP2C, as well as other HSGDs, modify synaptic development, dendritic integration, and the organization of corticocortical connectivity, and how these changes impact overall cortical circuit function and behavior.
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Methods

Mice
All animals were handled according to protocols approved by the institutional animal care and use committee (IACUC) at Columbia University, New York. All mice used in experiments were adults (>P65), heterozygous for indicated transgenes, and were maintained on a 12h light/dark cycle.
Nex Cre (NeuroD6 tm1(cre)Kan ) mice 46 were obtained through Jax and induce recombination in dorsal telencephalic-derived postmitotic neurons giving rise to all pyramidal neurons throughout the cortex, hippocampus and amygdala but not in astrocytes, interneurons or microglial cells in these structures. Thy1-GCaMP6f mice 47 were obtained through Jax (C57BL/6J-Tg(Thy1-GCaMP6f)GP5.17Dkim/J) and stochastically express GCaMP6f in a subset of excitatory pyramidal neurons in various brain regions, including cortex and hippocampus.
Conditional SRGAP2C expressing mice were generated using homologous recombination in C57BL/6J mouse ES cells (see Fig. 1) . Wild-type and SRGAP2C alleles are identified with PCR of genomic DNA using the following primers: 5'-CAATACCTTTCTGGGAGTTCT-3' and 5'-CTGCATAAAACCCCAGATGAC-3' for detection of the WT allele, and 5'-CATGGGGGATATGGCTTCC-3' and 5'-GGAACATCGTATGGGTAAGCG-3' for detecting the presence of Rosa26 targeted SRGAP2C. For in utero electroporation experiments, mice were crossed once with the outbred strain 129S2/SvPasCrl mice (obtained from Charles River) to produce F1 hybrids females used to generate timed-pregnant females by crossing with Rosa26 SRGAP2C (F/+) heterozygous males (on pure C57BL/6J). This strategy is used because pure C57BL/6J females often cannibalize their offspring at birth following in utero electroporation experiments but not these F1 (C57BL/6J; 129S2/SvPasCrl) females.
Western Blot
Cre-dependent expression of SRGAP2C-HA protein was analyzed by crossing SRGAP2C mice with Nex-Cre mice 46 Western blotting was performed using anti-HA primary (1:1000, Anti-HA.11, Biolegend) and antiactin (1:5000, MAB1501, Millipore) together with goat-anti-mouse IgG conjugated to IRDye 800CW (1:10,000, Li-Cor) and goat-anti-mouse IgG conjugated to IRDye 680RD (1:40,000).
Imaging of immunoblots was performed on an Odyssey CLx Imaging System (Li-Cor).
DNA constructs
The BHTG construct was generated by subcloning mTagBFP-3xHA, histone-GFP, TVA66T and the N2c glycoprotein together with 2A self-cleaving peptide sequences (see Fig. 1b for details) in between NheI and AscI cloning sites of the pAAV-Ef1a-DIO eNpHR 3.0-EYFP plasmid (Addgene plasmid # 26966) using Gibson assembly cloning. pCAG-Cre was generated in the Polleux lab, as previously described 48 .
In utero cortical electroporation
In utero cortical electroporation (IUCE) was performed at E15.5 on isoflurane anaesthetized timed-pregnant SRGAP2C or control female mice as previously described 49 , with the following modifications. Endotoxin-free DNA containing 1µg/µl of BHTG plasmid and 10-20 ng/µl Cre plasmid was injected into the ventricles of E15.5 embryos using a heat-pulled capillary.
Electroporation was performed by applying 5 pulses of 42 V for 50 ms with 500 ms intervals using a 3 mm diameter platinum tweezer electrode (Nepa Gene) and a square wave electroporator (ECM 830, BTX). After placing embryos back into the abdominal cavity, the incision was closed using sutures and the mouse allowed to recover on a heating plate.
Virus injection
Adult mice were anaesthetized using isoflurane and placed in a stereotactic frame (Stoelting). A small burr hole was drilled over the barrel field of the primary sensory cortex (1.3 mm posterior and 3 mm lateral to Bregma 50 ) using a high-speed dental drill. A glass pipette (Drummond Scientific) was heat-pulled (Narishige PC-10) to produce a tip of approximately 10 µm in diameter.
It was then filled with viral vector solution containing CVS-N2c Δg [EnvA] RABV-tdTomato and lowered into the brain to a depth of 200-300 µm. Virus was subsequently injected at bouts of 25 nl at 2 nl/s with a 20s interval until a total volume of 400-500 nl was injected. The glass injection pipette was left for 2 min after the injection was completed after which it was slowly removed. The skin was closed using sutures and the mouse was allowed to recover on a heating plate. Mice were left for 7 days to allow enough time for RABV-tdTomato to reach sufficient levels of expression in both starter neurons and presynaptic inputs.
Reconstruction of rabies traced brains
Tissue preparation. After 7 days of RABV tracing, mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane and intracardiac perfusion was performed using 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in PBS. Brains were isolated and incubated overnight in a 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS solution at 4 o C. The following day, brains were washed in PBS and sectioned along the coronal plane at 100 µm using a vibrating microtome (Leica VT1200S). Approximately 100 sections were collecting spanning the most rostral part of the cortex to the cerebellum. Sections were stained using Hoechst 33258 (Sigma-Aldrich) and subsequently mounted on glass slides in Fluoromount-G aqueous mounting medium (ThermoFisher Scientific).
Imaging. Sections were first imaged on a Nikon SMZ18 stereo microscope with automatic stage using a SHR Plan Apo 1X at a zoom magnification of 4x. Stitching was performed directly after imaging using Nikon NIS-Elements software. Sections containing both tdTomato and hGFP positive cells were subsequently imaged by collecting Z-stacks on a Nikon A1 confocal microscope using a 10x Plan Apo NA 0.45 objective (Nikon) for identification of RABV starter neurons, which we identified by co-expression of hGFP and tdTomato. Additional confirmation of starter neurons was done by imaging these neurons again using a 40x Plan Apo NA 0.95 (Nikon) objective.
Section alignment and registration to atlas. Imaged sections were aligned using rigid body alignment in StackReg (ImageJ plugin) and when necessary manual adjustments were made using Adobe Photoshop. Neurons were subsequently counted and annotated using Cell Counter (ImageJ plugin) after which sections and coordinates were imported into 3ds Max (Autodesk).
Landmarks were then manually placed at multiple anatomical locations (113 anatomical landmarks) corresponding to landmarks we assigned to a 3D mouse brain atlas imported from the Allen Brain Institute (Common Coordinate Framework 3). Landmarks were placed at anatomical regions easily identified in imaged sections, such as the first section containing hippocampus or the first section where the corpus callosum forms a continuous bundle. In addition, a single landmark indicating the point at which both cortical hemispheres meet was assigned to each section (designated as midline landmark). Using these assigned landmarks, together with custom-written scripts in MAXScript, the 1) section stack was resized to match the reference brain size, 2) based on the midline landmark each section was aligned along the dorsal/ventral axis of the reference brain, and 3) using anatomical landmarks each neuron was assigned to the corresponding location in the reference brain. Finally, in order to assign proper cortical depth to each neuron, the pial surface was traced and reconstructed for each section and the distance to the pial surface for each neuron was measured along the line that intersects the pial surface perpendicularly. Neurons were color coded according to their assigned brain region or their calculated cortical depth to manually confirm proper alignment to the reference brain.
Finally, the 3D position and assigned brain region for each neuron was exported for subsequent analysis.
Immunohistochemistry
Dendritic spine analysis. Tissue sections were washed in PBS and subsequently blocked for 3 h at room temperature in blocking buffer (PBS containing 0.2% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 5% goat serum (Gibco)). Next, sections were incubated with primary antibody in PBS containing 0.2% Triton-X100 and 5% goat serum overnight at 4 o C. The next day, sections were washed 3x for 30 min in PBS containing 0.2% Triton-X100. Sections were then incubated for 1 h using with secondary antibodies conjugated to Alex Fluor-546 or 647 of appropriate species (1:500, ThermoFisher Scientific). After several washes in PBS sections were mounted on glass slides using Fluoromount-G. Imaging of dendritic spines was performed using a Nikon A1 confocal microscope. First, low magnification Z-stack images were collected using a 20x Plan Apo NA 0.75 objective (Nikon) to visualize the entire dendritic tree of optically isolated neurons. Next, appropriate terminal branches were selected for distal, apical oblique, and basal dendritic segments, for which we collected Z-stack images using a 100x H-TIRF, NA 1.49 objective (Nikon).
Identification of interneurons.
Tissue sections were washed in PBS and subsequently blocked overnight at 4 o C in blocking buffer (PBS containing 1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 5% goat serum (Gibco)). The following day, sections were washed 3x for 1 h in PBS containing 0.5% Triton-X100. Next, sections were incubated with primary antibody in PBS containing 0.5% Triton-X100 and 0.5% goat serum for 4 days at 4 o C. Sections were then washed 3x 1 h in PBS containing 0.5% Triton-X100 after which they were incubated with secondary antibodies conjugated to Alex Fluor-488, 546, and 647 of appropriate species (1:500, ThermoFisher Scientific). After several washes in PBS sections were mounted on glass slides and mounted in Fluoromount-G. Z-stacks were collected by imaging on a Nikon A1 confocal microscope using a 10x Plan Apo NA 0.45 objective (Nikon) to identify neuronal identity for Rabv-traced neurons. Primary antibodies used were mouse anti-HA (1:1000, Anti-HA.11, Biolegend), rat anti-somatostatin (1:100, MAB354, Millipore), guinea pig anti-parvalbumin (1:200, 195004 , Synaptic Systems), and rabbit anti-DsRed (1:500, 632496, Takara Bio).
Two-photon calcium imaging
Adult mice were anaesthetized using isoflurane and injected with buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg body weight), after which the dorsal skull was exposed and cleaned with a razor blade. A craniotomy was performed and a glass window was placed over the barrel field of the primary sensory cortex.
The window was glued in place using cyanoacrylate glue, after which a custom head plate was secured onto the skull using both cyanoacrylate glue and dental acrylic cement. Mice were allowed to recover for a minimum of 7 days, after which imaging in awake mice (n=4 WT and n=3 SRGAP2C) was conducted on a Bergamo II two-photon microscope (Thorlabs) running Scanimage, using a 16x 0.8 NA objective (Nikon) and 920-nm wavelength Ti-Sapphire laser (Coherent). Imaging was performed 150 -250 µm below the pial surface at 30 Hz and 512 x 512 pixels covering 830 µm x 830 µm. For whisker stimulation trials a transparent acrylic rod was placed next to the right whisker pad at a fixed distance of 2 mm. Every stimulus trial consisted of a 10 seconds pre-stimulus, 5 second stimulus, and 15 second post-stimulus period. Whisker stimuli were applied by vibrating the bar at 25Hz, a speed of more than 100 mm/s, and an amplitude of over 1 mm. To identify the responding region in the barrel field of primary sensory cortex contralateral to the stimulated whisker pad, we first performed a wide-field imaging experiment in which the entire region under the cranial window was imaged during multiple stimulus trials. The hemodynamic component was calculated and the neural signal was isolated, as previously described 51 . Subsequent two-photon imaging was performed of 2 to 3 non-overlapping fields of view per mouse within the center of the activated area. Activity of the animal during imaging was monitored using an infrared webcam.
Data analysis
Rabies tracing. Index of connectivity (IOC) was calculated for each animal by dividing the number of traced neurons by the number of starter neurons. Average IOC density maps showing the distribution of traced neurons across the brain were generated in MATLAB (Mathworks) by generating IOC density maps per animal and subsequently combining these maps to calculate an average IOC density map per genotype. For density maps showing distribution of neurons relative to their closest starter neuron, we determined, per animal, the closest starter neuron for each traced neuron in the primary sensory cortex (S1). We then calculated the relative medial-lateral and rostro-caudal position of each traced neuron with respect to the closest starter neuron. The majority of traced neurons in S1 form a dense cloud closely around the starter neuron. However, this approach may misclassify which starter neuron belongs to which traced neurons when multiple starter neurons are in close proximity of each other. Differences in the distance between starter neurons in a single brain for WT and SRGAP2C mice could therefore obscure a potential change in the distribution of traced neurons between WT and SRGAP2C mice. We therefore analyzed the minimum distance between starter neurons for brains with more than 1 starter neurons. We found no difference in the distribution of starter neurons between WT and SRGAP2C mice (distance from starter neuron to nearest other starter neuron: 300.4 µm ± 55.92 for WT and 357.1 µm ± 74.19 for SRGAP2C, mean ± sem). Furthermore, when we analyzed brains with only 1 starter neuron (n = 3 for WT and n = 2 SRGAP2C) we similarly did not observe a change in the spatial distribution of traced neurons (data not shown).
Dendritic spines. Nikon NIS-Elements was used to generate a z-stack maximum intensity projection of selected dendritic branches. We then quantified spine density and head size by tracing the dendritic segment to measure the dendritic length and drawing ROIs around the spine head as visualized by the mTagBFP-HA filler signal.
Two-photon image processing and analysis. Non-rigid motion correction of acquired images was performed using NoRMCorre, as previously described 52 . Regions of interest (ROIs) were manually drawn over soma of individual neurons. All subsequent analyses were done using custom-written MATLAB code, which is available upon request. Time-courses were calculated as the mean of all pixels within the ROI. Neuropil signal was estimated by dilating neuronal ROIs by 4 pixels to form a ring-shaped neuropil ROI around the soma of each neuron. To remove neuropil contamination, we subtracted the ΔF/F neuropil signal from the ΔF/F neuronal signal. To avoid subtraction of signal not considered neuropil contamination, we excluded pixels in the neuropil ROI that contained transients exceeding two times the standard deviation of the difference between the neuropil and neuronal signals, as previously described 53 . To identify the response type per stimulus for each neuron, we aligned all time-courses to their respective stimulus onset and performed K-means clustering with 60 clusters and correlation as the distance metric. of plateau responses were calculated as the time where z-scored plateau-type time-courses were greater than 1. To characterize activity during the inter-trial interval (ITI), transients were identified by finding the local maxima during ITI periods. Peaks were constrained to having widths of at least two frames, a minimum ΔF/F of 0.5, and a relative increase in ΔF/F of 6 times the standard deviation compared to the preceding local minimum. A frame-to-frame sliding window correlation analysis of webcam images was done to determine periods and duration of active behavior, such as whisking or grooming.
Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using Prism 6 (Graphpad Software). Normality was checked using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A non-parametric test (Kruskal-Wallis with post-hoc Dunn's multiple comparison test or Mann-Whitney U test) was used when distribution deviated significantly from normality. A test was considered significant when p < 0.05. For RABV tracing, 10 WT and 7 SRGAP2C mice were obtained from a minimum of four independent litters. For in vivo spine analysis, data was obtained from at least six animals from a minimum of three independent litters. For two-photon microscopy experiments 4 WT and 3 SRGAP2C mice were obtained from two independent litters. Independent data points shown denote data from individual animals. Bar graphs plotted as mean ± s.e.m. Open circles in bar graphs indicate data from individual mice. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
Figure Legends
Fig. 3. Expression of SRGAP2C leads to layer-specific increase in local connectivity
a-c, Index of connectivity (IOC, number of traced neurons / starter neurons) for the primary somatosensory cortex (S1). a, Distribution of traced neurons in WT and SRGAP2C, colors indicate IOC. b, IOC for primary somatosensory cortex (S1). c, IOC (left) and fraction (right) for all RABV traced inputs, including local cortical inputs originating in S1. Increased connectivity in SRGAP2C is selective for cortio-cortical (CC) inputs but does not affect subcortical (SC) inputs. 
